To

The Public Information Officer

Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd

Corporate Centre

Saudamini, Plot No. 2

Sector-29, Gurgaon – 122 001

SUB: Seeking information under the Right to Information Act 2005

Sir,

I am writing to you seeking the following information under the Right to Information Act 2005 about your company’s Sustainable Accounting details:

1. Please provide the amount of capital spent by your company on sustainable business initiatives and practices (if any) in the financial years 2008-2009, 2009-2010, 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13. Please also mention the names of said initiatives against the amount spent in each year

2. Related to reducing carbon footprint:
   a. Please provide the details of each of these investments.
   b. Also provide the investment period of each investment made by your company for reduction of carbon footprint.
   c. In case of each investment, also provide the amount of capital already spent since the investment was first made.
   d. Returns on (or any cash inflow from) the above investments may please be informed for each accounting year
e. In case your company is now using more efficient lighting fixtures than before or any other method leading to reducing carbon emission, please provide details of all methods used in each year and savings resulting therein.

f. Please also provide the details of your company’s adopted methodology for calculating its carbon footprint.

3. Please provide the carbon reduction targets your company set for the past five accounting years and the extent to which targets were achieved.

Postal order for the requisite fee of Rs10.00, payable in the name of your organisation is attached.

**Details of Postal Order**

No. 25F 155525
Value Rs 10/-
Payable at Gurgaon, Haryana

**Proof of citizenship of India also attached.**

Regards,

Basma Rizvi

Address: 334-A Maskan, Amir Nishan (E), Near Haathi Dooba, Aligarh, Uttar Pradesh – 202002

Email: basmarizvi@gmail.com (Contact by email preferred)